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pwnrU.ng .6tucUeJ.> in te1.e..c.ommurU.c.a;t,[on nUwoJtIu Me.. 
both 60Jt manu6ac.tuJte..M and 60Jt ope..Jta;t,[ng c.omparU.eJ.> 
powe..Jt6ul me..thod.6 to e..valuate.. e..x ante.. the.. p0.6.6ible.. 
c.o Yl.6 e..que..nc.eJ.> 06 a .6 e..t 06 .6tJtate..gieJ.> c.ho.6 e..n in oJtde..Jt 
to 6ac.e.. the.. pO.6.6ible.. 6utuJte.. .6c.e..naJti.O.6: de..mand e..vo
lutio Yl.6, .6 Y.6te..m.6 c.apab~eJ.> and c.0.6U, nUwoJtR..6 
topologieJ.>, c.omp~on and 6inanc.e.. . FOJt manu6ac.
tuJte..M .6uc.h e..volution ha.6 the.. puJtPO.6e.. to de..c.ide.. 
a.6 .6hMply a.6 pO.6.6i.ble.. whic.h, whe..n and how many 
ptLO duc.u Me.. ptLo 6itable.. to be.. 066 e..Jte..d to th e.. 
o pe..Jta;t,[ng c. 0 m parU.e...6 in 0 Jtd e..Jt to maUmi. z e.. the.. we..a.tth 
On manunac.tuJte..Jt '.6 .6hMe..holde..Jt. 
In oJtde..Jt to c.aJtJty ottt .6igninic.ant planning .6tucUe...6 
oJti.e..nte..d to .6uc.h e..valuation, it i..6 ne..c.e...6.6MY to 
Jte1.y on .6ome.. .6i.mulation too.t.6 de...6c.Jti.bing the.. nutuJte.. 
e..volution On the.. nUwoJt~ a.6 a 6unc.tion 06 the.. 
c.h0.6e..n .6tJtate..gie...6 and on the.. 6utuJte.. .6c.e..naJti.O.6. 
Suc.h .6i.mui.ation too.t.6 mU.6t al.60 inuude.. .6 0 me.. 
c.ompu;ta;t,[on too.t.6 able.. to c.oJtJte1.ate.. in an optimal 
way the.. output 06 a c.eJtta..,tn .6te..p oJt 06 a c.e..Jttun 
c.ompone..nt 06 the.. .6i.mulation to the.. input 06 .6ub
.6e..que..nt .6te..p.6 oJt c.ompone..nt.6. 
In the.. 6i.Jt.6t paJtt 06 thi..6 pape..Jt we.. de..ve..lop the.. above.. 
Mgume..nu, and in the.. .6e..c.ond paJtt we.. deJ.>c.Jti.be.. the.. 
algoJtdhm on whic.h the.. c.omputational tool i..6 ba.6e..d: 
thi..6 algoJtdhm PJtoduc.e...6 a dynamic. c.i.Jtc.ua Jtouting 
and an a.6.6ignme..nt optimization. In the.. thi.Jtd paJtt 
we.. give.. .6ome.. Jte...6u.tt.6 in oJtde..Jt to i..t.tU.6tJtate.. the.. 
pe..Jt60Jtmanc.e...6 06 the.. c.omputational tool in te..Jtm.6 06 
U.6abildy and 06 tJtu.6t woJtthi.neJ.>.6 / Jte..Uabildy 0 n 
planrU.ng .6tucUe...6. 

1. TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK PLANNING STUDIES 

The goal of this paper is to satisfy algorithmic 
necessity of strategical network studies conducted 
by manufacturers. Thus it enphasizes the require -
ments that such studies impose to methodologies , 
simulation tools, computational tools and algorithms. 

The network planning studies may be conducted, for 
strategical or tactical purposes, by manufacturers 
or by operating companies or by customers. A stra
tegical network planning study conducted by a 
manufacturer must take into account the planning 
behaviour, both strategical and tactical of other 
participants to the planning game, but must be 
oriented to the specific objectives of the manu -
facturer itself. So it may be different from 
a strategical network planning study conducted by 
other participants, and also different from a tactical 
network planning study conducted by the same 
manufacturer. 

The purpose of strategical network studies conducted 
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by a manufacturer is to support the decision about 
which products must be developed and produced, in 
which quantity, at which costs, year by year along 
a rolling period, in order to maximizing the share
holders wealth, taking into account the demand 
dynamic and the dynamic strategies of the operat
ing companies and of the other manufacturers. 

A manufacturer planner must consider the scenarios 
concerning: 
- his own product strategy; 
- the product strategies of other manufacturers, 
- the operating companies strategies; 
- the customers service demand. 

The planner is aware that the interaction among 
these four scenarios is very complex and knows the 
different degrees of information responsibility 
and decision power about the different scenarios. 
These considerations envisage a rather complex 
feedback decision system which in turn depends on 
the decisions themselves . 
From the system engineering point of view this is 
still a huge work -to be done. To this purpose a 
synthesis is needed among the methods of industrial 
dynamic (1), game theory (2), program evaluation 
(3), hierarchical planning (4) and methods for 
modeling strategic-financial planning processes(5). 

Whatever synthesis will be reached, the planner 
will still face the following considerations refer
ring to: 
1) the demand scenarios, which can be considered 

under the point of view of the convolution of 
the "topological" and the "quality" (i .e. type 
of required services) distributions; 

2) the systems scenarios (i .e. the life cycle costs 
of systems, the learning, technology progress 
and economies of scale effects, etc.); 

3) the financial scenarios ; 
4) the constraints scenarios, such as (a) network 

state already predetermined, (b) maximum bud
get that can be invested; (c) maximum number of 
circuits that can be produced for each system; 

5) the decision processes scenario (e.g. timing 
of decisions, such as producing , investing, 
installing,price/cost revisioning etc.) ; 

6) the implementation processes scenario (e.g. 
how to schedule the various phases of an 
installation) ; 

7) the value assigned by the planner to the output 
vari~bles (e.g. percentage of penetration of a 
system, ~evel of economies of scale achievable 
by using a system, etc.). 
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The factors on which the planner has a final decision 
power are considered as parameters (P), the factors 
on which the planner has no decision power are con
sidered as variables (V), the factors on which the 
planner has a conditioned power are considered as 
relaxed variables (RV). Fig. 1.1 shows a possible 
decision power scenario. A picture of a possible 
view of the planning process for the manufacturer 
planner is given in fig. 1.2. 

The complexity of strategical planning studies is 
rather evident, even though considerable efforts are 
being made for simplifying it. To this purpose, a 
good policy is that of ranking the different 
factors according to the level of criticalness , 
so that most efforts can be devoted to the most 
critical factors. Nevertheless, the computational 
tools must be as efficient as possible. Morevoer, 
to obtain reliable and trustworthy results the com 
putational tools must be effective in discriminat~ 
ing among different alternatives. Therefore a good 
compromise has to be found between complexity and 
efficiency on one side and criticalness, effectual 
ness, trustworthiness and reliability on the other. 
This compromise can be achieved by modelling the 
real world at three different levels. Two of them, 
the industrial dynamic level and the dynamic opti 
mization computational tool level are explicitly~ 
shown in fig. 1.2. The components of the algorithmic 
level act as operators for the computational tools. 
All the computational tools necessary for the 
industrial dynamic model can be obtained using only 
two types of optimization algorithms: one for op
timal dynamic routing which is also an optimal 
disaggregation algorithms of primary demand in 
demands for single capacities, and another for 
optimal dynamic assignment of demand for single 
capacities to alternative systems. 
These two fundamental algorithms are tied together 
in the algorithm, used by a dynamic optimization 
computational tool for transmission planning purpo
se, which is described in the following section. 
Our analysis on the nature of the problem of 
strategical planning and its solution have been 
deeply influenced by the studies of Ha11(6) ,~1elody(7) 
Yaged(8), Ellis(9) and recently of the British Tele
com(lO), Bell Northern (11), CNET (12), Bell Labo
ratories (13). 
In particular our algorithm is an extension of Yaged 
algorithm (14). In fact it can use both the initial 
costs of the installation of the transmission media, 
and the life cycle cost functions. It is possible 
to consider the purchase, installation costs and 
the costs due to maintenance (depending upon the 
MTTR and MTBF). The unavailability costs are also 
considered (costs due to traffic losses, deriving 
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from MTTR, MTBF of major paths and loss per circuit 
out of order). Moreover, the different levels of 
investments are considered separately: infrastructures 
(e.g. radio stations, coaxial cable ducts, etc.) , 
carriers (e.g. coaxial cables, antennas, etc.) and 
transmission systems (electronic equipments). 
Furthermore, it is possible to consider the costs 
of the transmission media in the nodes, distinguish 
ing between the case where all the circuits are -
demultiplexed at the node to the case where some 
of them pass over it only geographically. 

Finally the model is able to consider the 
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obsolescence of the transmission medium. 

2. THE ALGORITHM 

2.1 The model 
The dynamic planning problem for a transmission 
network may be modelled as follows. Assume we are 
given the period which we have to plan in number 
of years and for each year the new circuit 
requirements between every pair of nodes of the 
network. Moreover we assume to know the various 
costs and the capacities of the possible trans
mission links which may be installed during the 
period. It is required to find for each year, the 
routing of the new circuit requirements, and the 
new installation needed to satisfy the global 
requirements with a minimum total cost, taking 
into account its actualization, that is the 
influence of a fixed annual interest on later 
expenditures. Therefore we may formulate the 
problem as follows. 
Given - the planning period 

- the circuit requirements 
- costs and capacities of possible 

i.ns ta 11 at ions 
minimize the total actualized cost 
over - routing 

- sequence of installations 
satisfying - circuit requirements 

- capacity constraints. 
It is easy to verify that the complexity of this 
problem grows exponentially with the dimension of 
the input data, hence suggesting that enumerative 
methods are bound to exhibit poor performances 
even for problems of relatively modest dimensiona
l i ty. 

The obvious model of the network is a graph with 
N nodes and M arcs. The nodes represent origin! 
destlnation/translt centres. We assume that circuit 
requirements are symmetric, hence allowing us to 
use an undirected graph model. An arc m having nodes 
i and j as its extremes is present iff there exists 
or could exist in later years of the period a 
direct connection between i and j. It is not 
SU1tTCient therefore for an arc to be present that 
a circuit requirement between i and j has to be 
satisfied: it is required that at least part of it 
be satisfied by a direct link. This fact leaves us 
the possibility of treating arcs independently one 
from the other, avoiding correlations which would 
have to be taken into account using other definitions. 
Every arc is constituted by a certain number of 
carriers, each one capable of supporting a certain 
number of systems, containing a certain number of 
circuits. Every annual planning decision must 
therefore choose between installing new carriers 
and/or systems or augmenting the number of circuits 
present on already installed systems. 
For each carrier and each arc we define a function 
cost vs. number of circuits, which is obtainable 
from the input data once the length of the direct 
connection is known. This allows a greater closures 
to reality than the usual (8) linearized cost
length model. The function cost-number of circuits 
comprehends: 
- a first installation cost CF 
- a maintenance cost CM 
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- a unavailability cost Cr. 

For what concerns CF, two possibilities are consid 
ered: a linear model and a staircase model. The 
first is easier to handle but it is more accurate 
in high capacity long-distance networks. The 
second model is more detailed and is most suitable 
in the case of a limited amount of possible 
installations. 

The maintenance cost CM is a fixed annual account 
which has to be considered for the whole life of 
the corresponding carrier or system. rt can-
incorporate the sinking funds cost. 
The unavailability cost Cr, taking into account 
the cost due to failure of a carrier or system, 
is also a fixed amount per year and per circuit. 
As already mentioned, all costs have to be 
actualized, with respect to the first year of the 
plannlng period. This means that when the correspond 
ing expenditures are dated at year t, their costs -
must be multiplied by the actualization factor 

-t w
t 

= (l-p ) , 

p being the annual interest rate. 
Note that since we consider only cost functions of 
the number of active circuits, the development of 
each carrier satisfies the following statement: 
"a new system can be installed only when all 
systems already installed are fully exploited". 
For each element e (carrier or system) which may 
be installed, a period of availability is defined 
i.e. an interval of time [Te,XeJ durlng which 
such an element can be installed. For every year 
t, the set of elements e such that 

Te ~ t ~ xe 
constitutes the scenario of that year. 
Before stating a mathematical formulation of the 
problem, we introduce the following notations. 
T = length (in years) of the planning period 
P = number of carrier types 
S = number of system types 
rij(t) = circuit demand between nodes i and j at 

time t 
wm= {TI k,m,tk,m} = installation sequence on arc m 
K( wm) = number of installations in Wm 
nm = set of possible installation sequences 
TI k,m = (Pk m,Ok m) = k-th installation in Wm 
tk,m = time of {nstallation TI k,m 
Pk = type of carrier installed in TI k m 
Tk:~ = time of death for carrier Pk,m ' 

TI TI 
ok,m = {sh k,m, eh k,m } = sequence of system 

installations on carrier Pk m 
Hk,m = number of installations in ~ k,m 

Sh TI k,m = h-th installation in ok,m 
ehTIk,m = time of installation ShTI k,m 

H ~k,m time of death for system Sh TI k,m 

Yk,m(t) = number of new circuits installed at 
ti~e t on Pk,m 

Yk,m(t) = L Yk m( T) 
T=tk,m ' 
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TI TI TI k 
CF k,m( ~ ), CM k,m( ~ ), Cr ,m( ~ ): installation, 

maintenance and unavailability costs as 
functions of number of circuits ~ for TI k,m 

CTI k,m(t,Yk m( .)) = total cost at time t of TI k m 
as'function of Yk m(·). ' 

c~, c~ = capacity of carri er pin terms of ci rcuits 
and systems, respectively. 

c(s) = capacity of system s in terms of circuits 
[T(m,p), x(m,p)J = availability period of carrier p 

on arc m 
[T(P,S), x(p,s)J = availability period of system s 

on carrier p 
Qij = number of paths between nodes i and j 
qijg = g-th path between i and j 
xij 9(t)= fraction of rij(t) routed on qijg 

{
l if arc m belongs to qijg 

o .. g(m) = 
lJ 0 otherwise 

dm(t) = circuit demand on arc m at time t 
The dynamic planning can now be stated as follows. 

Determine Z, Xijg(t), Wm' Yk,m(t) so that 
M K( wm) 

Z = min 

xij
g
(·) 

where 

L min min L X(k,m,Yk,m(·)) 
m= 1 wMe nm Y k ( . ) k= 1 

,m (1 ) 

X(k,m,Yk,m(·)) 

with the following constraints: 
K{wm) 
k~ l Yk,m(t) ~ dm(t) V t,m (2) 

T~,m C S 
L Yk (t) < c or Hk m < c V m,k (3) 

t=tk,m ,m - Pk,m , - Pk,m 

Yk,m(t) < L C(ShTI k,m) (4) 
- TI k,m 

eh<t 
TI 

Yk,m(t) ~ 0 V m,k,t,tfTk,m' H ~,m (5) 

Yk,m(Tk,m) = -Yk,m(Tk,m- l ) (51) 

TI TI 
Yk,m( H ~,m)=-Yk,m( H ~,m -1) (5") 

T(m,Pk,m) ~ tk,m ~ X(m,Pk,m) V m,k (6) 
TI k,m TI k,m TI k,m 

T(Pk,m,sh ) ~ eh ~ x(Pk,m,sh ) V m,h(7) 

o V m,k e t <tk 0 t >Tk ,m ,m (8) 

N 
>Qm(t) = L 

i ,j= 1 
Qij g 
L x .. (t) 

g= 1 1 J 

~ ij q g 
g=l °ij - (m) xij (t) '.J m,t 

rij(t) '.J t,i,j 

(9) 

(10) 

x .. 9(t) > 0 l.J t,9,i,j (11) lJ -
2.2 Basic Algorithm 

The problem previously stated is too much complex 
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to be solved by an exact method and therefore we 
make use of a heuristic algorithm, as for the pro
blems treated in (14,15,16). This algorithm reaches 
a local optimum by means of the iterative process 
shown in fig. 2.1, where TASK 1 performs the routing 
of the circuit requirements and TASK 2 provides an 
optimal planning sequence for each link. The 
interaction between the routing and the planning 
sequence is taken into account by a feedback, 
performed by TASK 3, which recomputes the link 
costs according to the results of TASK 2. 

4 

For ease of exposition, but without loss of generality , 
we make the fo 11 owi nt assumpti ons : 
a) Link costs coincide with the installation costs; 
b) The 1 ife of carriers and systems in longer than T; 
c) each traffic requirement is non-negative and is 

routed on a single path; 
d) no more than one installation per year is allo~ 

ed on each link. 
Furthermore, in order to utilize a dynamic program 
ming technique in TASK 2, we assume to add circuits 
to a system (systems to a carrier) only before the 
next system (carrier) installation. 

TASK 1 (Routing) 
The goal of this task is to route the circuit re
quirements rij(t) between each pair of nodes and 
to provide the demand of new circuits dm(t) for 
each network link. 
The routing is performed along the shortest paths 
between each pair of nodes which can be efficiently 
obtained by simple algorithms (17,18,19). 
TASK 2 (Link development) 
The goal of this task is to compute for each link 
m the optimum sequence of installations wm. This 
is obtained by means of a two-level dynamic pro -
gramming method, whereby the development of each 
transmission link is optimized both in terms of 
carriers and of systems. 
Let 
Z*(t) = minimum planning cost of a link from 0 to t; 
fp(to,t) = minimum planning cost to satisfy the 

demand dm(.) from to to t, given that 
carrier p has been installed at to and no 
other carrier installation occurs in [to,tJ 

Therefore 
Z*(t) min {Z*(to-l)+ min fp(to,t) } (12) 

toe{O,l, .. ,t} pep(to) 

where Z*(-l) = 0 and p(to) is the set of carriers 
available at to. 
As far as the computation of fp(to,~ is concerned, 
we utilize a second level of dynamic programming, 
which is implemented differently according to 
whether the carrier capacity is in number of circuits 
or of systems. 
In the first case we have 

fp(to,t)= 00 8=to (13) 

{

if f dm{ e ) > Cp 

min {fp(to, , -l)+ min fs(p",t), 
, e{to, .. ,t} S€S p( ' ) 

where fp(to,to-l) = Wt A, S (T) is the set of 
systems available in TO f8r c~rrier p, and fs(p",t) 
is the minimum planning cost to satisfy dm{.) from 
T to t, given that system s has been installed on 
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carrier p in , and no other system 
occurs in ["tJ. Therefore 

{

oo if Y(t)-Y(,-l»cps 
fdp",t) = 

was otherwise , p 

installation 

(14 ) 

where cps and aps are respectively the capacity 
and the installation cost of system s on carrier p. 
If the carrier capacity is in terms of systems, we 
define a directed graph r as follows. T contains 
a "source" node 0i = {to}, a "sink" node of = {t} 
and a node ok = {tk} for each tk, with to<tk<t 
T contains an edge (oh,ok) iff th < tk. If we 
let 

Ahk = min f (P,th,t k) 
seSp(th) s 

be the length of edge (oh, ok), fp(to,t)isthe 
minimum length of a path in r from 0i to of having 
no more than C edges. This path can b2 efficiently 
found in time proportional to C(t-to) by Bellmann
Ford algorithm, as described in (20). 

TASK 3 (link costs computation) 
The values of the costs cm(t) for each link m are 
crucial for improving the convergence speed of the 
method. Similarly as in (14) , such costs have been 
obtained by equating the total actual cost to 
cm(t) times the present value of the number of 
circuits. Specifically 

FP(tk,m,t) 
cm (t) = -~t----=----

I w, dm(,) 
i=tk ,m 

2.3 Remarks and extensions 

Referring to the assumptions made in section 2.2, 
we remark that (a) can in fact be easily removed 
to take into account in TASK 2 the maintenance 
and unavailability costs. 
In fact such costs consist of amounts to be paid 
each year, and their present value can be simply 
added to the present value of the installation 
costs in (13) and (14). Similarly, it is possible 
to take into account the death of carriers and 
systems (thus removing assumption (b)) by adding 
to the maintenance costs an amount corresponding 
to the annual sinking funds. When the death 
concerns an element (carrier or system) already 
working at the beginning of the planning interval, 
its death is taken into account by an increase 
of circuit demand corresponding to the capacity 
of the element itself. 
We note finally that some unnatural planning 
decisions can be induced by the proximity of the 
end of the planning interval, such as not to 
install new carriers, but systems with large capa 
city in order to satisfy the few remaining circuTt 
demands. To avoid such behaviour, it has been 
found effective to extend appropriately the time 
horizon beyond that under investigation. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF ALGORITHM 

PERFORMANCE 
The algorithm previously described has been 
extensively used since 1980 mainly for district 
planning studies, i.e. for planning telephone 
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areas having univocal numb2rin g with an average 
extension of about 1300 km and serving about 50000 
subscribers. 
During these studies some improvements at the 
computational tool level have been introduced. 
In order to test the validity of the algorithm and 
the computational tools two types of experimentum 
crucis have been carried out. They have been design 
ed as simple as possible, to allow a trustworthy
judgement. 
The first experiment has been designed in order 
to show the power of the algorithm in determining 
the optimal evolution of the circuit routing 
(DRPE = Dynamic Routing Power Experiment). 
The second one has been designed to obtain the 
optimal investments/installations sequence to 
satisfy the demand (DIPE = Dynamic Investment Power 
Experiment) . 
For each test in both experiments the appropriate 
choice of the scenarios is crucial in order to 
evidence the syndromes of the planning study. In 
particular the characteristics of transmission 
systems, the years of their availability and the 
structure of their costs have been chosen with this 
aim, even if not too far from the real values. 
In the following we illustrate the results refer -
ring to a particular scenario, chosen among those 
considered in the extensive analysis so far carried 
out. 
For both experiments the availability scenario of 
the carriers and of the systems in the considered 
period (20 years) is illustrated in Table 3.1. The 
upper part shows the carrier scenario: 5 carriers 
are considered (A,B,C,D,E) and for each carrier 
we indicate the final capacity in systems (e.g. 
4 for carrier D) the first year of availability 
(e.g. parameter n for carrier D) and the last year 
of availability (e.g. 20 for carrier D). 
The lower left part shows the system scenario: 5 
systems are considered (1,2,3,4,5) and for each 
system the final capacity in circuits (e.g. 120 cts 
for system 4), the first and the last year of 
availability are indicated. In lower right part 
a matrix (carriers x systems) indicates with 
appropriate labels the carrier-system pairs which 
can be implemented. Unlabelled entries indicate 
that the associated pairs are not feasible. 

3.1 Dynamic Routing Power Experiment 
The scenario of the network availability is shown 
in fig. 3.1, where node 1 is the district centre 
and the other nodes are sector centres. For each 
kind of carrier an incidence matrix is given; which 
specifies for each link the following items: 
£ = length of the link in km 
Yi = first year of the link availability 
Yf = last year of the link availability 
sf maximum capacity in systems 
sd = number of systems which can still be installed 
cd = number of circuits which can still be installed 

on already installed systems. 
The incidence matrices are very sparse, so they are 
simply summarized as follows. In fig. 3.2 the length 
of the links is shown for all the 5 carriers. 
In fig. 3.3 the items Yf, Sf, Sd, cd are shown for 
carriers A and B (the other carriers are assumed 
available for all the links only during the study 
period and Yi is equal to n for all these carriers, 
but is not necessary for carriers A and B). 
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The demand scenario is characterized by an annual 
growth in circuits, which is different for the ten 
relationships district-sector but constant in 
time for everyone of them, as shown in Fig. 3.4 
The routing varies year by year but the results 
of the experiment are synthetized and shown 
in figure 3.5 The figure 3.6 shows the 
optimal investment/installation sequence for 
each link. 

3.2 Dynamic Investment Power Experiment 
The experiment consists in finding the optimal 
investment/installation sequence corresponding to 
the scenario described in Table 3.1, for different 
values of the availability parameter n, the length 
of the link £ and of money cost ir and for diffe -
rent dynamics of demand. The results of the 
experiment are given by a sequence of tables (one 
for each year) which show the number of circuits 
assigned up to that year to each of the carrier
system pairs. In order to synthetize the results 
referring to specific values of n, £ and ir, we 
have drawn maps such as that shown in fig. 3.7, 
which has to be read as follows: expressing the 
demand dynamic by an equivalent time-independent 
incremental demand ~c, the actual demand will be 
satisfied up to time tA by investments of type A, 
up to time tB by investments of type B etc. 
Such maps put into evidence the dynamic thresholds 
between different types of investments, so that 
they are called Dynamic Threshold Maps (DTM). 
Figures 3.8 T 3.13 have been obtained according 
to the values specified in Table 3.3. A comparison 
between the maps of figures 3.9,3.12 and 3.13 shows 
the remarkable sensitivity to the difference among 
the demand models even if the global volume of the 
demand is kept constant. A comparison between 
figures 3.8 and 3.9 shows the influence of a 2-
years delay in the systems availability. A 
comparison between figures 3.9 and 3.11 shows the 
influence of the length of the link. 
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- NETWORK STATE CONSTRAINTS RV P RV 
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- SERVICE CONSTRAINTS RV RV P 

- DECISION PROCESSES 

= PRODUCING V RV P 

= INSTALLING V P RV 

- IMPLEMENTATION PROCESSES 

= PRODUCING V RV P 

= INSTALLATION V P RV 

FIG. 1.1 POSSIBLE DECISION POWER SCENARIO 
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FIG . 2.1 Iterative process on which the algorithm is 
based 
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Tab. 3.1 System scenario SYSTEMS 

Legenda. 

Carrier/system label 
C Carr i er/system cap aci t y in systems/circuits 

YI First year of availability 

YF 
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Last year or availability 
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N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

YF 
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Fig . 3. 1 Network scenario : network topology 

(length of the link) 

CARRIER A 

LINI SD CD YF CF 

4 - 9 2 0 0 0 

5 - 8 1 0 0 30 

6 - 10 0 15 1 30 

7 - 9 1 15 1 30 

CARRIER B 

LIm: SD CD YF CF 

1 - 2 1 0 3 120 

1 - 4 0 85 4 120 

1 - 3 0 0 2 120 

2 - 5 0 0 1 120 

4 - 6 0 0 3 120 
'--- , 

Fig. 3.3 Network scenario: values of residual 

capacities and obsolescence for the 
carriers A and B 
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2 10.0 13.5 

3 22.5 18.; 

4 18.5 12.5 20.0 
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6 9.0 

7 15.0 

fig. 3.2 Network scenario length of the 

links 

RELATION 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8 1-9 1-10 

.£1 c 30 40 20 25 15 25 10 10 5 

FIG. 3.4 Demand scenario 

Fig. 3. 5 Results of Dynamic Routing Power Experiment: 
ci rcuits are routed on the link symbolized by 

during the entire period 

I'IC-10 

only till the 5th year 

only till the 10th year 

only till the 5th year and after the 
10th year 
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Fig. 3.6 
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Result~ of Dy~amic Routing Power Experiment: the symbol ~ 
shows 1n the f1rst column the year of investment; in the 

second the carrier installed; in the third the system installed 

Figure 
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interest system 
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Fig. 3.7 

le 

Illustration of Dynamic Threshold 

Map concepts 
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t 3 . 12 saturation 20 6 % 5 

3.13 exponential 20 6 % 5 

Table 3.3 Results for Dynamic Investment Power Experiments for the 

model of demand growth, link length, interest rate and 

system availability parameter n are shown in Dynamic 

Threshold Map of corresponding figures. 
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Errata Session 2.1 Paper #6 

Section 9 

3 202 332 should be 4 334 866 

3 098 342 " " 4 019 942 

163 990 " " 314 924 

3 000 000 " " 4 000 000 

35% " " 16% 

The figures on the left refer to part of the cost only 

viz. ~ qi~i (see 10) whereas the total cost is given 

on the right. 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 10 June 1983 

Session: 2.1 

Paper: 5 

Q.l (J. Lee) 

Your use of the dynamic threshold map is most interesting. 
The results so presented see~ to be independent of current installed 
capacity and current install~d ~echnology. How does this 
impact investment decisions. . 

A.I (Camerini et al.) 

The dynamic threshold maps presented the paper are all related 
to the same network state constraints s.cenario (ie • . same initial 
insta~led capa,cities and same i~itial installeq technologies) 

We have also DTM for different, network state con'straint scenarios, 
that ~hows an ,,:' influence of constraints as strong as the values 
of re~idual capacities are little and the obsoiescence year is 
distant. 

In a certain way this can be seen confronting fig. 3.8 and 
3.9 that shows the i~fluence of 2 years delay in the system 
availability . .. 


